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Preface: 

Water front land use planning is something left in the recently completed QLOCP as 

needing further attention. As well, water front planning and public access to water front 

is a repeated priority in Council’s strategic plans. The work on the Water Front East 

Land Use Plan (WFE LUP) commenced about a year ago with analysis of land 

jurisdiction matters, then task scoping in spring of 2012 and finally project kick-off with 

an Open House in June of 2012. 

This report is simply a summary of the copious amount of information collected (and all 

posted on City’s Website) and a preliminary identification of key factors. November 7, 

2012 is an important benchmark in project development as even though “public 

consultation” is technically over, public input continues to be a very important 

consideration in decision making through to, and including, December 10, 2012 Report 

to Council. 

 

Task Jan. to May  June, July, Aug.  Sept. to Dec. 2012 

Scope of work    

Consultation    

Analysis    

Draft report          Nov 7 

Report to Council                       Dec 10 

 

Report Outline 

Section One contains an overlay presentation of the study area base line information 

divided in geographic sectors: 

1. Past land uses – Which is in general a progression of industrial uses from 

Kwinitsa to Sour Dough Bay. There has been a range of industrial uses since the 
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early 1900’s. The resource based economy lead and shaped land uses as 

technology and war times dictated. From rail yards, to foundries, to sawmills, to 

boat building, to canneries, to oil and fuels storages, to name a few. 

2. Present land uses – In general we are still in a transition period which started 

with the fishery and forest industry down turns in the 80’s. While Cow Bay has 

been successfully transitioning to a commercial sector, to the east we have the 

only cannery on the west coast north of Vancouver and a number of large 

properties fenced off in the penalty box…..a legacy of contamination resulting 

from past uses and the previous way of life which restricts future re-development. 

3. Themes from consultations – an extensive documentation of comments collected 

at the Open House in June 2012 and meetings which followed is included on the 

WFE LUP Webpage (www.princerupert.ca). The themes which were identified as 

dominant are indicative of the changes in land use. While it is probably too early 

to speculate “why” the trend and desire for increased public access to the water 

front is dominate. 

Section Two presents preliminary analysis and follows the same geographic sectors. As 

empirical as social sciences can be the intent is to test words and concepts generated 

during the process against the present policies and regulations: 

1. Quality of Life Official Community Plan. 

2. Zoning Bylaw. 

3. Development Permit Area Design Guidelines. 

Each sector also has notes on Work in Progress (things out of WFE LUP scope of 

work). These are topics of interest, passion, and specific projects. While the scope of 

work for this project is to review/test and suggest changes to the recent land use 

regulations, it is prudent to identify topical issues that merit more efforts. Additionally, 

identifying specific human and financial resources to lead community driven projects is 

a task worth pursuing.   
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Water Front East Land Use Plan - Preliminary Analysis 

 
Kwinitsa/Millennium Sector – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 
 
Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP): 

 Section 2, Respecting and Enjoying the Environment, policies generally support the 
themes expressed during the community consultation process.  

 At present I am keeping an open mind to see if amendments are necessary to be clearer 
on land ownership jurisdictional matters.  

 We are considering strengthening QLOCP text relating to Rotary Park and Millennium 
Walkway (Seawalk). 

 Amend QLOCP Map by changing water lots from Business Industrial to Business 
Commercial. 

 
Zoning Bylaw: 

 Amend Zoning Map by changing water lots from M3 Industrial to C5 Marine Commercial. 
 

 
Work in Progress (Items  Beyond  WFE LUP Scope of Work): 

 A beach to the west of the Lightering Dock is strongly desired by community and would 
be a tremendous addition to the community’s quality of life. This clearly articulated 
community desire serves as strong indicator to the PRPA to review their Land Use 
Management Plan.  

 A Walkway to the west remains strongly desired by community and this clearly 
articulated community desire serves as a strong indicator to PRPA and CN that any type 
of linear (trails) or perpendicular (piers) would be a tremendous addition to the 
community’s quality of life. 

 Parking at Metlakatla Ferry and pedestrian access transition between Millennium 
Walkway and Cow Bay will be noted to PRPA Atlin Uplands design team as design 
consideration. 
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Water Front East Land Use Plan – Preliminary Analysis 

 
Cow Bay Sector – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 
 
Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP): 

 Section 3.3 Commercial Development, policies generally support the themes and the 
interest in updating Cow Bay Design Guidelines expressed during the community public 
consultation process.  

 
Zoning Bylaw: 

 Generally permitted uses support the transition of the land uses; however, whereas 
during the recent Zoning Bylaw review the desire was to move to commercial uses, 
during this consultation process there was enough comments that registered a desire 
not to lose the industrial “grittiness” of the area. In other words do not prohibit all 
industrial uses. 

 We are considering amending permitted uses to allow industrial/commercial mix. 

 Amendments corresponding to QLOCP and Cow Bay DPA changes. 
 
Cow Bay development Permit Design Guidelines: 

 Since development of Cow Bay DPA in early 90’s most of the projects consisted of re-
purposing old industrial buildings. With PRPA Atlin Uplands development well into 
design stages it is evident that the current Design Guidelines are not addressing new 
construction. This necessitates an update of the current Design Guidelines. 

 The Atlin Uplands project scope of work extends to the McBride Street overpass and the 
developer has requested extending Cow Bay DPA to coincide with the project to the 
west.   

 
 
Work in Progress (Items Beyond WFE LUP scope of Work): 

 Many of the themes from the community consultation process are incorporated in the 
preliminary Atlin Uplands project design. 

 The city continues to participate in the design consultation with the PRPA. There is 
strong encouragement for the community to participate in the Atlin Uplands project 
design. 

 Development Permit for Atlin Uplands project.
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Water Front East Land Use Plan – Preliminary Analysis 

 
Cow Bay East Sector – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 
 
Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP): 

 Section 3.3 Commercial Development, policies do not necessarily address the area east 
of Cow Bay. However, if taken in the context of Cow Bay the text of policies generally 
support the themes and the interest expressed during the consultation. 

 We are considering crafting policy(s) that would provide clearer references to re-
development of the area to the east of Cow Bay. 

 
Zoning Bylaw: 

 Generally permitted uses support the transition of the land uses. During the recent 
Zoning Bylaw review the desire was to move to commercial uses, but during this 
consultation process there was enough comments registering a desire to keep the 
“industrial grittiness” feel.  

 Considering amending permitted uses to allow industrial/commercial mix. 

 Considering amending Zoning Map and QLOCP Land use map to change designations 
from industrial to commercial to coincide with the DPA.  

 
Cow Bay Development Permit Design Guidelines: 

 Since development of Cow Bay DPA in the early 90’s most of the projects consisted of 
re-purposing old industrial buildings. With PRPA Atlin Uplands development well into 
design stages it is evident that the current Design Guidelines are not addressing new 
construction. This necessitates updating of the current Design Guidelines. 

 During the recent Zoning Bylaw update the Cow Bay DPA was extended to Charlie 
Curry Road and with Atlin Uplands proposed development taking most of the vacant 
lands to the west of Cow Bay, expansion to the east is inevitable. This provides further 
evidence that the Design Guidelines need updating.  

 
 
Work in Progress (Things out of WFE LUP scope of Work): 

 3rd Avenue extension continues to be an active discussion between the City and CN. 

 Fencing of vacant privately owned properties. 

 There were a number of comments regarding either expansion or the existing Yacht 
Club or construction of new marina. The best way forward seems to be that all interests 
align. As for the City, land use policies and regulations are supporting such 
development. 

 City plans for wastewater treatment plants include a land requirement at the foot of 
Hayes Creek for a possible treatment plant location. 
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Water Front East Land Use Plan – Preliminary Analysis 

 

Rushbrook – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 

Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP): 

 Section 2.0 Respecting and Enjoying the Environment, policies do not necessarily 
address marinas or Rushbrook Trail. Sections 3.0 Working and Shopping in Prince 
Rupert and Section 5.0 Travelling and Mobility directly addresses marina development. 
However, if taken in the context of the overall document the policies generally support 
the themes and the interest expressed during the public consultation. 

 We are considering crafting policy(s) that would provide clearer references to Rushbrook 
and marinas, including private and public facilities.  

 

Zoning Bylaw: 

 At present zoning regulations appear to be adequate and conducive to the themes noted 
during consultation. 

 
 

Work in Progress (Things out of WFE LUP scope of Work): 

 Repairs and re-activating Rushbrook Trail appears to feasible subject to finding sizable 
budget. 

 Parking will remain difficult until Cow Bay East, and specifically Lot 9 are re-developed. 

 Better pedestrian connection between George Hills Way and Rush Brook Floats, then 
further to Rushbrook trail will be part of future infrastructure development in the area. 

 Overlook Street/Pigott Street extension will produce multiple outcomes: remove one 
sewer outfall, a new residential area, and increasing parking for Rushbrook Floats. 
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Water Front East Land Use Plan – Preliminary Analysis 

 

Seal Cove – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 

Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP) 

 Section 4, Living in Prince Rupert, makes a reference to Seal Cove with respect to 
opportunities for mixed use development; however it does not recognize the complexity 
of industrial, transportation, emergency service uses within the context of strong desires 
for public access and possible transition to commercial development (as in small 
marina).   

 Considering amendment QLOCP text relating to securing present uses and to allow a 
public/recreational corridor. 

 

Zoning Bylaw: 

 Any adjustments will be subject to above. 
 

 

Work in Progress (Things out of WFE LUP scope of Work) 

 Understanding transportation and emergency services requirements and demands. 

 Develop base line technical information to determine contamination levels. 

 Waste Water Treatment plant design indicate land requirement in the vicinity of the 
Cove. 

 Active rock quarry – long term excavation plans considering future development 
opportunities. 
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Water Front East Land Use Plan – Preliminary Analysis 

 

Sour Dough Bay – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 

Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP): 

 What applies to Seal Cove applies to Sour Dough Bay with an added emphasis on 
public access to water front. 

 
Zoning Bylaw: 

 Any amendments will be subject to the above. 
 

 

Work in Progress (Things out of WFE LUP scope of Work): 

 Lands surrounding the bay are owned by DFO and have been declared surplus. Confirm 
with DFO the intent and possible cooperation in establishing connection between Seal 
Cove and the developed/unused grade to the south of the bay. 
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Water Front East Land Use Plan – Preliminary Analysis 

 

Area South – Review of Current Land Use Policies and Regulations 

 

Quality of Life Official Community Plan (QLOCP): 

 QLOCP recognizes Butze Rapids Trail and Grassy Bay as the recreational sites with 
exceptional values. 

 Miller Bay is also recognized for a potential rural lot development opportunity. 

 Arguably, policies and regulations will allow the development along the themes 
expressed during consultation; however, based on the interest generated I am 
considering amending the text to add emphasis on recreational opportunities. 

 

Zoning Bylaw: 

 Any adjustments will be subject to above. 
 

 

Work in Progress (Things out of WFE LUP scope of Work): 

 Desire to develop connecting trails, and trail access to the water front. 

 Align interests and energy. 
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